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1574 orders were given that " neither by forestalling, regrat-
ing or other deceitful and corrupt dealings the price of corn
be enhanced " ;   and in 1590 Burghley, in his capacity as
lord lieutenant of the county, was asked to ' take order ' for
restraining  the  engrossing  of  corn  by  badgers,   and not
permit them to forestall the market by purchasing at the
farmers' houses1.    The year 1597 was one of high prices.
The ' lamentable cry of the poor' reached the ears of the
Government, which attributed their distress to the " insati-
able desire of such as do forestall  and engross for their
particular lucre " 2;   and its readiness to take repressive
measures was shown in the case of an engrosser brought
before the Council, concerning whom it was reported that
" the Queen's attorney doth urge the matter with some
vehemency and threatens to bring it into the Star Chamber"3.
The justices of the peace were pressed " to deal severely with
all such as be owners of the corn ", to compel them under
penalty of imprisonment to supply the market, and " to
over-rule them in their prices " ;   and they were instructed
not to allow badgers to " abuse themselves by any sleight or
means to the prejudice or enhancing of the prices of corn in
the market " 4.    But the magistrates did not always look
with favour upon a policy inimical to their interests as pro-
ducers, and—as they probably found by experience—hardly
practicable.   Their lack of zeal moved the Council to indig-
nant remonstrance : " When the justices of peace (and indeed
we think divers of the justices more in fault than any others),
whose duty is to reform those abuses, are themselves authors
and maintainers of the same, no marvel though the poor
people find no remedy nor our orders take effect " 5.   A
remarkable letter, near the end of Elizabeth's reign, attested
the strength of the official view that the practices of middle-
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